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Next-Generation Ultrahigh-Density 3-D Vertical
Resistive Switching Memory (VRSM)—Part I:

Accurate and Computationally Efficient Modeling
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S. Simon Wong, and H.-S. Philip Wong

Abstract— Resistive switching memory (RSM) shows
potentials for high-capacity storage because of its simple
cell structure, small footprint, and good scalability.This two-
part article discusses how to implement ultrahigh-density
(∼terabits) storage with RSM covering design considera-
tions from device to memory array architecture. In Part I of
this two-part article, an accurate and computationally effi-
cient model is developed to study 3-D vertical RSM (VRSM).
In this article, we use 3-D VRSM with a hexagon-patterned
pillar layout (3-D hexagon VRSM) as an example to elaborate
our approach. Using the parasitic resistance extracted from
physics-based 2-D field solver as the reference, we develop
a lumped resistor network for SPICE simulation to accu-
rately capture all leakage currents of the array. This full
resistor network is further simplified to a reduced network
to achieve high computational efficiency and maintain the
full network accuracy (with a relative error <2%). Without
this simplification, practical memory array sizes cannot be
simulated efficiently. The interplay between the memory
cell resistance values and selector nonlinearity (NL) on
the maximum array size and the write/read margins under
the worst case scenarios is discussed. Large memory cell
resistance (low-resistance states ≥100 k) with enough NL
(∼103) from the selector is recommended for successful
write/read operations in a single 3-D hexagonal VRSM array
of megabit scale.

Index Terms— 3-D, array, conductive-bridging random
access memory (CBRAM), nonlinearity (NL), one selector
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one resistor (1S1R), phase-change memory (PCM), resistive
random access memory (RRAM), resistive switching mem-
ory (RSM), selector, SPICE.

I. INTRODUCTION

RESISTIVE switching memories (RSMs), including
resistive random access memory (RRAM) [1],

conductive-bridging random access memory (CBRAM) [2],
and phase-change memory (PCM) [3], are nonvolatile
memories that rely on different resistance states to denote
data stored in each cell. RSMs remain strong candidates
for high-density, low-cost, and low-power nonvolatile data
storage in the sub-20-nm technology regime [1]–[4] due to
multiple advantages of fast programming speed (∼ns) [5],
small cell size (4F2) and good scalability [6], and fabrication
simplicity and CMOS compatibility [7], [8]. However,
common drawbacks of passive RSM array circuits are
the nontrivial leakage currents from half- and unselected
cells and interconnect wires, which significantly degrades
the write/read margins and the achievable maximum array
size. Therefore, two-terminal selecting devices (selectors)
with good nonlinearity (NL) integrated with the RSM cells
are essential in RSM arrays to minimize leakage currents.
Substantial studies have been done at the device level,
and various types of selectors have been reported [9]–[13].
Nevertheless, device-level characterizations of one resistor
(1R) and one selector one resistor (1S1R) are not adequate
for accurate estimation of leakage currents in large arrays.
Full array analysis with all parasitic resistances captured
is necessary for the exploration of selector requirements
that attains enough write/read margin. We note that the
selector in series with the memory cell is an integrated
device. As such, the NL of the selectors must be defined
based on explicit definition of low-resistance state (LRS)
and unselected resistance state (URS) of 1S1R cells in the
RSM array analysis. Defining NL for a selector alone without
identifying the LRS and URS of the 1S1R cells leads to
ambiguities in the discussions of selector requirements for
RSM arrays.

The 3-D NAND Flash is the current mainstream nonvolatile
memory technology that achieves terabit capacity [14]–[17].
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Fig. 1. Schematics of (a) side view and (b) top view of 3-D VRSM with compact staircase connections.

Similarly, 3-D RSM can also take advantage of the
third dimension by stacking multiple layers of memory
cells [18]–[36]. There are two broad classes of 3-D RSM.
The first option is a 3-D horizontal RSM (HRSM) by stacking
up multiple 2-D cross-point arrays [18]–[20]. The fabrication
cost of 3-D HRSM increases with the number of layers
in the third dimension, as lithography steps and masks are
required by each layer of the 2-D cross-point array. The
other option is 3-D vertical RSM (VRSM) that uses far less
lithography steps in fabrication and thus has a lower cost per
bit compared to 3-D HRSM [21]. One typical 3-D VRSM
structure studied in [22]–[33] only requires one lithography
mask to pattern metal plane layers in the third dimension.
In [29], we discussed this type of 3-D VRSM using patterned
pillars with a hexagonal layout, resembling the pillar layout
in today’s 3-D NAND Flash [37]–[39]. This hexagonal layout
achieves higher pillar density with the same pillar diameter
and pillar-to-pillar pitch. Another type of 3-D VRSM is 3-D
comb VRSM with double cell density per pillar, which has
been studied in [30] and [31]. In order to determine which
type of 3-D VRSM is the best candidate for ultrahigh-density
storage, accurate modeling for both hexagon and comb 3-D
VRSM structures is required.

This two-part article focuses on exploring 3-D VRSM as
candidates for ultrahigh-density data storage: In Part I of this
article, we first investigate how to accurately model the 3-D
hexagon VRSM with explicit and proper definitions of LRS,
URS, and NL. NL requirements and the impact of memory
cell resistance values on achievable array sizes are discussed
for the 3-D hexagon VRSM at the single array level. Our
modeling approach can also be utilized for other types of 3-D
VRSM arrays. In Part II of this article [42], we further provide
design guidelines from device to architecture levels to store at
least 1 Tb/chip, with an even higher bit density (for single bit
per cell) compared with the most advanced 3-D NAND Flash
(with 3 bits/cell). The 3-D hexagon VRSM and 3-D comb
VRSM are also compared in Part II.

II. 3-D VRSM STRUCTURE

Schematics of our 3-D VRSM structure are shown in Fig. 1.
In order to achieve the maximum areal density in a single
array, we adopt a hexagonal layout for the pillar array to realize

the highest density for the same pillar diameters and distance
between the pillars. The 1S1R (or 1R) cells are sandwiched
between metal core pillars and metal wordplanes (WPs). The
inner metal pillar at the center serves as one electrode of 1S1R
(or 1R) cells connecting with the drain of a pillar driver
(or access transistor) at the bottom. The outer diameter of
the pillar is limited by lithography and the choice of pillar
drivers (discussed in Section II-A of Part II [42]). For our
case of using 7-nm FinFET (with double-fin) as pillar drivers,
the dimension along the y-axis is limited by the contacted gate
pitch (54 nm) [40]. In this article, we use the regular hexagonal
pillar layout for simplicity, and thus, the dimension along the
x-axis with the FinFET isolation is larger than the minimum
value. With all these considerations, we choose a practical
size for the pillars with a diameter of 62 nm and have the
pillar-to-pillar pitch of 94 nm (a unit cell of 15.7F2), which
leaves enough room to allow further optimization of the areal
density to approach the minimum FinFET isolation dimensions
in the x-direction. WPs serve as the other electrode of 1S1R
(or 1R) cells. We adopt a compact staircase (marked in the
red dashed box in Fig. 1) to map the WP connections (WPCs)
for accessing each metal WP in this array structure, which
reduces the area of staircase compared to traditional staircases.
(More details of the array dimensions and layout are covered
in Part II [42].) As the voltage bias is applied at the top-right
corner on the top WP in Fig. 1(b), the diagonal cell on
the same WP is the worst case cell (marked with the red
solid box), which has the least voltage drops across the
memory cell. Our analyses are conducted for this worst case
scenario.

The access transistors underneath pillars (pillar drivers) need
to provide sufficient drive current for programming operations
of 1S1R (or 1R) cells. The gates of transistors in the same row
along the x-axis are chained together as the wordline (WL)
and the sources of transistors in the same column along the
y-axis are connected as the bitline (BL), while the drains
of the transistors are affixed to each core metal pillar. This
structure has advantages, such as high pillar areal density and
low fabrication cost. The detailed discussions of pillar driver
dimensions and transistor candidates for achieving enough
saturation current and good areal density are also included
in Part II [42]. In this article, we focus on the methodology to
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a single metal plane structure with 32 MHs simulated
in the 2-D field solver (corresponding to a 4 × 8 single-layer array). Two
contacts are defined at two diagonal corners. Metal plane material is
copper.

model this resistor network in an accurate and computationally
efficient manner.

III. GROUND TRUTH—2-D FIELD SOLVER

To understand the impact of parasitic leakage current on
the write/read margin of the 3-D VRSM, it is necessary
to accurately capture leakage current paths, especially for
modeling the distributed parasitic resistance of metal planes
with the hexagonal pillar layout. We first study these metal
planes with physics-based 2-D field solver (2-D simulation
in Sentaurus [43]). The structure that we used to simulate
a single metal plane in the 2-D field solver is shown with
dimensions of pillar diameter and pillar pitch in Fig. 2. In
order to obtain current paths throughout this entire metal
plane, we define interfaces between metal planes and pillars
as contacts with equipotential around the pillars. Bias voltages
are applied at the two corner contacts along the diagonal of the
metal plane, corresponding to the worst case scenario. Here,
in Fig. 2, memory holes (MHs) are shown as vacuum with
infinite resistivity. Simulation reported here are for MHs filled
with different resistivities to cover the resistance range of both
LRS and URS from lower limit of LRS value (∼1 k�) to upper
limit of URS (∼infinite).

The electrostatic potential distribution obtained from our
simulation with 2-D field solver in Fig. 3(a) (an array size of
4 × 8 with 32 MHs) reveals current paths along the midpoints
between two adjacent pillars when resistivities of pillar filling
materials are at least 10× higher than the resistivity of the
metal plane. In Fig. 3(b), we show matching electrostatic
potential distribution of the resistor network from SPICE
simulation, which will be discussed in Section IV-A. The
resistance of the entire metal plane, which is obtained by
extracting resistance between the two contacts, increases with
the size of this metal plane (defined by the number of patterned
MHs). However, simulation time for a single-layer metal plane
with the 2-D field solver also goes up with the size of this
metal plane, as shown in Fig. 4. For a single layer of 2k MHs,
the simulation time is already ∼9 h with our computational
platform (CPU: Intel Xeon E5-2430v2 2.5 GHz and RAM:
96 GB). Further increasing the pillar array size or stacking
up more layers will consume even more simulation time and
computation resources. Simulation with a 2-D field solver is
impractical for large arrays with multiple layers. However,
these physics-based results (metal plane resistance, metal plane

Fig. 3. Electrostatic potentials extracted from (a) 2-D field solver and
(b) resistor network simulation in SPICE. Voltage biases (=1 V) at the
bottom-left corner.

Fig. 4. Comparison of simulation time for a single metal plane with 2-D
field solver and resistor network in SPICE. The simulation time with 2-D
field solver reaches up to about 9 h for 2k MHs.

Fig. 5. Top view of a unit in the constructed resistor network. RWP-1 and
RWP-2 are parasitic resistances on WPs. Six equivalent RM represents
one 1S1R cell surrounded by RWP-1 and RWP-2.

electrostatic potential, and so on) can be used as references for
other simulation methods.

IV. RESISTOR NETWORK

With simulated resistance values from 2-D field solver,
we build a lumped SPICE-based (we use HSPICE Version
H-2013.03-SP2 in this article) resistor network that includes
1S1R resistance, key parasitic resistances (RWP−1, RWP−2,
RP , RBL, and RWL), and pillar drivers in the 3-D VRSM.
This resistor network captures leakage path currents with
high accuracy and substantially reduces simulation time and
memory usage compared to the 2-D field solver.

A. Metal WPs

Current steers around pillars on the metal WPs as indicated
by simulation results from the 2-D field solver [see Fig. 3(a)],
especially when the resistivity of the pillar filling material
is much higher than that of metal planes. Thus, we model
parasitic resistances of WP in such way that the resistors
RWP−1 (blue resistors) connect with each other around pillars
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Fig. 6. (a) Importance of adding RWP-2 to mitigate relative error of metal
plane resistance (RSPICE–R2DFieldSolver)/R2DFieldSolver for small arrays.
With RWP-2, relative error drops to <5%. (b) Metal plane resistance
is accurately modeled by both RWP-1 and RWP-2. An agreement of
extracted metal plane resistance has been reached between SPICE
and 2-D field solver simulation. Note that resistance values in (b) are
simulated with tungsten sheet resistivity (2.75 Ω/sq) as an example.

in a hexagonal pattern shown in Fig. 5. The value of RWP−1
and RWP−2 is determined by matching the results of resistor
network in SPICE and the results from 2-D field solver, both
simulating the resistance of an entire metal WP. A check has
been done to verify that RWP−1 value falls in the range of hand
calculated resistance with similar dimensions and the same
resistivity. RWP−2 is necessary to be included here to correctly
capture the currents between the adjacent cells [see Fig. 6(a)].
The parasitic resistance on metal WPs is accurately modeled
with RWP-1 and RWP-2 for different array sizes (defined
by the number of MHs per WP), shown as the green curve
in Fig. 6(a). Metal plane resistances that are extracted from
matching resistor network simulation in SPICE are consistent
with the results from the 2-D field solver [see Fig. 6(b)].
The electrostatic potential distribution of the metal WP (with
8 × 8 MHs) extracted from our resistor network is shown in
Fig. 3(b). The effectiveness and accuracy of modeling metal
WPs with the resistor network are further validated by the
comparison to the electrostatic potential distribution from the
2-D field solver in Fig. 3(a).

B. 1S1R Cells

In our simulation, we bundle a 1S1R cell together and sim-
plify it as a voltage-dependent resistor, as shown in Fig. 7, with
a detailed breakdown of 1S1R layers with specific dimensions.
Layer dimensions of memory and selector cells are determined
by the minimum thicknesses that we can have for each
functional layer [18], [44]–[46]. Here, we use these minimum
thicknesses from the reported experiments to demonstrate the
feasibility to realize the small pillar dimension and pillar pitch
for 3-D VRSM. For 3-D VRSM, self-rectifying RSM cells are
recommended to reduce the thickness of 1S1R [18], [47]–[49].

A typical LRS value used in this article is 1 M� [47]–[49]
and guarantees that resistance values of 1S1R cells satisfy
the condition that 1S1R cell resistance is much larger than
that of the metal WP. As shown in Fig. 3, the difference in
electrostatic potential along the pillar outer edges is negligible
in this case (the most significant difference is less than 0.1 V).
Thus, 1S1R resistance can be divided into six components
of equal resistance with one-sixth of 1S1R resistance value
(shown as purple resistors RM in Fig. 5). The characteristics

Fig. 7. Details of the layer composition of pillars. Top: memory cell
only. Bottom: memory cell with selector. The thicknesses of RRAM and
selector dielectrics are typical minimum practical values.

Fig. 8. Definition of LRS and URS. The gray curve is a typical RRAM dc
characteristic in the SET operation. With a selector in series (blue curve),
1S1R characteristic (red curve) shows that 1S1R cell is not accessible
until voltage biases above certain threshold value. For unselected cells,
voltage drops on these cells are smaller than 0.5 VDD, and thus, URS is
defined as the equivalent resistance at 0.5 VDD.

of 1S1R are shown as the red curve in Fig. 8. Here, LRS
is defined as the equivalent resistance of 1S1R at VDD. With
the definition of URS as the equivalent resistance of 1S1R
at 0.5 VDD, NL is defined as the ratio of URS and LRS.
NL is independent of supply voltage when defined in this
manner, and the requirement for NL holds for any supply
voltage (VDD). Note that NL must be defined for the combined
1S1R. NL for the selector alone (as it is sometimes referred
to in the literature [10], [13]) does not adequately capture the
essence of 1S1R designs. Also, note that the simplified 1S1R
voltage-dependent model used in this resistor network can be
replaced with a Verilog-A model with full 1S1R characteristics
extracted from the experimental data.

C. Metal Core Pillars, RP

Each inner metal core pillar connects all 1S1R cells stacking
vertically along it. Current flows from each layer passing
through this core pillar and eventually flows into the drain
of the pillar driver. RP is introduced to capture the core
pillar resistance between the adjacent vertical layers, shown
in yellow in Fig. 9. Each layer has a corresponding RP to
connect it with the layer above and below it.

D. Pillar Drivers, RBL, and RWL

We assume that pillar drivers in this simulation can provide
enough drive current for all 1S1R cells on the same pillar
and this can be achieved by a good selection among transistor
candidates (discussion in Part II). RBL captures wire resistance
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Fig. 9. Unit of full resistor network. Horizontal resistor network on metal
planes are connected by pillar resistors RP. Full resistor network for large-
scale 3-D VRSM can be achieved by simply repeating this unit.

TABLE I
RESISTANCE AND RESISTIVITY USED IN THIS SIMULATION

connecting the drains of two adjacent transistors in the same
column (y-axis), whereas RWL represents the wire resistance
connecting two adjacent gates in the same row (x-axis) (axes
refer to Fig. 1).

E. Full Resistor Network

A unit of full resistor network is established by capturing
parasitic resistances discussed earlier, as shown in Fig. 9.
The 3-D VRSM array structure is thus constructed by simply
repeating this unit. Analyses for this 3-D VRSM are conducted
under the worst case scenario with all leakage current captured.
Resistances and resistivities used in this simulation are listed
in Table I. Simulation results will be discussed in Section VI.

V. REDUCED RESISTOR NETWORK

The full resistor network mentioned earlier accurately
captures the parasitic resistances in the 3-D VRSM array and
is much more computationally efficient compared with the
2-D field solver. Simulation time for 2k MHs reduces to less
than 10 s with the full resistor network in SPICE (green curve
in Fig. 4), compared to 9 h with the 2-D field solver. However,
it is still relatively time-consuming and computation-heavy for
megabit scale arrays. For example, simulating an array size of
1 Mb takes up to 6 h and already reaches the upper limit
of our computational capacity. Therefore, a reduced resistor
network is developed to further improve simulation efficiency.
For analyses targeted at the worst case scenario, the top WP
where the worst case cell is located is the critical layer. All
the unselected WPs are biased at only half VDD, whereas the
selected WP is biased at VDD. Voltage drops on the unselected
WPs are relatively small compared to the selected WP, which
leads to the situation that the voltage distributions on these

Fig. 10. (a) Full resistor network can be reduced to (b) two-layer
network by collapsing noncritical n−1 unselected layers into one, in which
resistances on metal planes (R�

WP-1, R�
WP-2, and R�

M) are 1/(n−1) times
of original values and pillar resistance R�

P is n/2 of original RP.

unselected layers are relatively uniform. Therefore, we can
collapse all the noncritical, unselected n − 1 layers (n is # of
WPs and the nth layer is into one equivalent unselected WP
with parasitic resistances on the metal plane and unselected
1S1R resistance being 1/(n − 1) of the original values). RP

along the core pillar is reduced to n/2 times of the original
RP to maintain the same total RP resistance seen by the
circuit. The full resistor network is thus further simplified to a
reduced circuit model in this manner, as shown in Fig. 10. This
two-layer reduced resistor network is applicable to both write
and read operations of 3-D VRSM with any WP layer size and
enables computationally efficient simulation of the array size
of ∼Mb. The simulation time for a 1-Mb array reduces to only
2 min, and the relative errors of this reduced resistor network
are verified to be <2% for submegabit arrays in Fig. 11. The
maximum array size of reduced resistor network simulated is
limited by the capacity of RAM (for example, the maximum
array size simulated by CPU with 96 GB RAM is about
16 Mb). As the reduced network accurately reflects the full
network, all the results discussed in Section VI are simulated
with the reduced network.

VI. RESULTS

We adopt the 1/2 VDD biasing scheme in this simulation in
which unselected WPs are biased at 1/2 VDD. The selected WP
is biased at VDD in write operations to ensure enough voltage
drop across the selected cell, whereas for read operations,
the selected WP is biased at 0.8 VDD to turn on the selector
and at the same time avoid disturbing the original stored data.
Biasing conditions for WLs and BLs are the same for both
write and read operations to turn on the corresponding pillar
drivers. Note that read operation collects current from all BLs
simultaneously to improve read throughput (multibit read).
A summary of biasing schemes and criteria for write/read
operations and related data patterns are listed in Table II.
Please also note that we use the same write/read criteria for
both single array simulation discussed in the following and
chip architecture simulation in Part II [42]. In this simulation,
we set the write criteria as the voltage drop across the worst
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Fig. 11. Relative errors of reduced resistor network compared with
full network: (XFull–XReduced)/XFull, X is (a) read voltage/current and
(b) write voltage/current on worst case cell. For LRS = 100 kΩ and
1 MΩ, relative errors of reduced network remain at a low level of less
than 2% for an array size up to 64 × 128 × 128.

TABLE II
BIAS CONDITIONS, 1S1R RESISTANCES, AND WRITE/READ CRITERIA

case cell to be larger than 90% of VDD (write margin >90%)
when writing LRS into the worst case cell. In the read
operation, we extract the voltage on the worst case cell at
LRS and HRS, respectively, and calculate the read margin as
the voltage on the worst case cell over the supply read voltage
(0.8 VDD). To obtain data for read currents, we extract ILRS
and IHRS at VWPu = 0 V to eliminate the current contributions
from unselected WP when VWPu = 0.5 V, and we keep the
other bias conditions as the same in Table II. We require a
65% VDD voltage drop on the worst case cell, ILRS > 100 nA
and ILRS > 5IHRS, for a successful read operation. All the
results discussed next are simulated for single 3-D VRSM
arrays with 64 vertical layers of metal WPs and memory cells
with HRS/LRS = 10.

Fig. 12. Comparison between 1R array with no selector and 1S1R array
with NL = 103, for LRS = 100 kΩ and 1 MΩ. (a) Write margin. (b) Read
margin. NL is required for large arrays in both write/read operations.

For 3-D VRSM arrays with LRS = 1 M�, write and read
margins of 1R array with no selectors drop below our criteria
when the array size is above 64 kb in Fig. 12. In comparison,
NL (use NL = 103 as an example) from selectors obviously
improves the achievable array size by maintaining both write
and read margins for larger array sizes up to 16 Mb. Thus,
NL is clearly a requirement for large-scale arrays. As both
write and read margins will benefit from the selector NL value
of 103, however, limited benefits will be obtained from further
increasing NL beyond 103 for the case of LRS = 1 M�.
We also compare NL versus LRS requirements in Fig. 12.
For arrays with lower LRS values, NL requirement increases
accordingly. The results in Fig. 12 show that arrays with large
LRS = 1 M� can adopt selectors with NL = 103 to maintain
adequate write/read margin, whereas for arrays with LRS =
100 k�, NL = 103 is not enough for array sizes beyond 4 Mb.
Both ILRS and IHRS in the case of LRS = 1 M� are roughly
one order of magnitude lower, which results in lower energy
consumption with a tradeoff of readout time. This is another
benefit that we can obtain with large LRS as long as it still
meets ILRS > 100 nA and read latency requirements.

VII. CONCLUSION

We design a novel 3-D VRSM array with hexagonal pillar
array layout and present a methodology to achieve an accurate
and computationally efficient model for this array in this Part I
of a two-part article. We build a full resistor network for the
distributed resistances of the array to capture leakage currents.
The resistor network has less than 5% relative errors of metal
plane resistance compared to physics-based 2-D field solver
simulation results. We further simplify this resistor network
to a reduced network, which substantially improves compu-
tational efficiency. This reduced resistor network also retains
high accuracy with only less than 2% of relative errors com-
pared to the full resistor network. The interplay between the
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selector NL and LRS, on the one hand, and the maximum array
size, on the other hand, is studied with our reduced resistor
network. Large LRS (≥100 k�) with a moderate NL (= 103 as
an example here) is recommended for single arrays targeting
at megabit scale. This modeling approach can also be applied
to other types of 3-D VRSM. To achieve high bit density
for 3-D VRSM, innovations in chip architecture designs (dis-
cussed in Part II), WPs with low resistivity, and large LRS are
needed.
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